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CASE STUDY

Phantom High-Speed Camera
Goes Where No Welding Camera
Has Gone Before
One Brazil-based R&D company is using high-speed imaging to observe
and improve arc welding processes—a field of research that has vast
implications for oil companies.
Using cameras to monitor welding processes is nothing new. They help operators control the
quality, speed and positioning accuracy of automated welding equipment in dangerous or hard-toreach areas. But when it comes to providing clear images of the weld-pool—the molten, dime-sized
area of a weld where the base metal reaches its melting point—most cameras still fall short. The
small size of the joint, coupled with the incredible brightness of the electric arc, makes recording
the process difficult for traditional welding cameras.

“We tried using other cameras before getting our hands on
the Phantom v711. But even after playing around with filters,
we still couldn’t see anything.”

When it’s too fast to see and too important not to.®

That’s where Davi Ribeiro and his colleagues come in. Ribeiro is a member of the Welding Research
and Technology Laboratory (LPTS), a Brazil-based research group that falls under the Department of
Metallurgical and Materials Engineering at the Federal University of Ceará (UFC). The lab focuses on
developing new arc welding processes (see sidebar) and utilizes a range of both manual and automated
welding equipment—from grinders and cutting blades, to robotic positioning systems and specialized
computer software. For the last few years, the lab has also utilized a Phantom v711 high-speed camera
from Vision Research, enabling Ribeiro and his colleagues to effectively image welding joints less than
1 mm in diameter.
Here’s how the Phantom camera plays a critical role in the lab, while aiding in process research and
development.

Using a high-speed camera enables researchers to decipher the finer details of the welding process,
such as droplet detachment (Credit: LPTS – UFC)

ARC WELDING 101
Arc welding, one of the focuses of the LPTS, is a fusion process for joining two metals. It utilizes an electric
arc to create heat, which melts the metals and causes them to intermix at the joint between the two parts.
Upon cooling, the metals are joined via a metallurgical bond. The arc, which is produced between an
electrode and the base metal, can be manually or mechanically guided along the joint. While the primary
function of the electrode is to supply the current, it may also be specially prepared to melt during the
process, supplying additional filler metal to the joint. Arc welding processes may be manual, automatic or
a combination of the two.

WHY CAMERAS MATTER IN WELDING
Traditionally, fabricators have employed welding cameras to aid the automated or mechanized (see
sidebar) welding of hard-to-reach joints or to ensure joint integrity. They are also particularly useful for
monitoring the weld quality, speed and positioning accuracy of equipment, as well as for improving the
working conditions of equipment operators. For example, camera systems enable workers to remotely
control automated equipment, taking them away from small, cramped welding sites and other hazardous
locations, such as those subject to nuclear radiation. Operators are also spared having to stare into
bright weld-pools over long periods of time, safeguarding their vision.

A Phantom v711 high-speed camera is attached to the underside of a robotic arm,
which holds the electrode and guides it along the joint during welding.

In recent years, advancements in camera electronics have improved image quality and reduced the cost
of such technology, opening up even more uses for cameras in welding applications. But when it comes
to visualizing the melt-zone, including the arc and weld-pool, most cameras lack the dynamic range and
frame rate. For one, the welding process occurs too fast for the human eye to decipher its finer details,
such as droplet detachment or defect formation along the joint. Secondly, the arc’s brightness is beyond
what most camera sensors can handle, causing the pixels to become saturated and the resulting images
to appear smeared.
And finally, the joint is incredibly small. “Think the size of a pen tip,” Ribeiro says. “We tried using other
cameras before getting our hands on the Phantom v711. But even after playing around with filters, we
still couldn’t see anything.”
To overcome the challenges related to arc brightness, weld speed and joint size, Ribeiro turned to the
Phantom v711, which includes several features that make it particularly suitable for welding applications.
For one, its metal body can withstand harsh environments. It also includes a widescreen 1,280 x 800
CMOS sensor that keeps the small, magnified weld point in the frame for a longer period of time. And
finally, the camera’s high-capacity memory enables the researchers to record longer, including 32 GB
of internal memory and compatibility with Phantom CineMag II—Vision Research’s proprietary storage
device that provides up to 512 GB of nonvolatile memory.
For their experiments, Ribeiro and his team attached the camera to the same robotic arm that guides
the welding electrode and set it to record the welding process at 2,000 fps. The Phantom v711 can be
set to faster recording speeds, if necessary, including 7,530 fps at full resolution, up to 680,000 fps at
reduced resolutions and 1,400,000 fps with the FAST option.

MECHANIZED VERSUS AUTOMATED WELDING
Joint-seams, whether linear or circumferential, are welded using a variety of equipment, including orbital
welders, positioners and rotators. Sometimes, the operators themselves are in charge of controlling the
movement of these machines (mechanized welding), or sensors on the equipment automatically control the
process (automated welding). Either way, welding cameras enable fabricators to better monitor and control
the weld quality, speed and positioning accuracy of these machines.

HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE OVERCOMES ARC BRIGHTNESS
In addition to its fast recording speeds and high-capacity memory, the Phantom v711 has a high dynamic range of 57.7 dB. This feature is especially critical for brightly lit applications like welding.
Dynamic range refers to the range of light intensities from the darkest shadows to the brightest
highlights. Cameras with a low dynamic range, for example, will register weld points and other highly
exposed areas as bright white—thereby obscuring the finer details of the application. Cameras with a
high dynamic range, on the other hand, are able to process the subtle differences in light intensities,
revealing the details occuring at the weld point despite the incredible brightness of the arc.
An additional feature that sets the Phantom v711 apart from other high-speed cameras in terms of
dynamic range, however, is its Extreme Dynamic Range (EDR) capability. This feature permits users
to expose for darker areas in the subject and then specify a separate and independent pixel level. EDR
therefore prevents pixels from becoming overexposed in areas of an image prone to overexposure.
“The camera lets us slow down, visualize and then analyze the welding process, leading to improvements in things like tension and gas flow,” Ribeiro says. “We can also use the camera to observe
cracks—where and how a weld fractures, for instance. This makes the camera a powerful tool for
troubleshooting. A lot of our work with local oil companies is proprietary, but what I can say is we
wouldn’t be able to see these phenomena, let alone begin to improve them, if not for the camera.”

The Phantom v711 high-speed camera can record at a maximum speed of 7,530 fps
at full resolution and up to 680,000 fps at reduced resolutions.

Certain Phantom cameras are held to export licensing standards. Please visit www.phantomhighspeed.com/export for more information.
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